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  Abstract 

 Discovery of frequent itemsets in large datasets is a difficult task of data mining.  In recent years, several approaches have been 

proposed for generating high utility patterns, they introduce trouble  of producing a large number of candidate itemsets for high 

utility itemsets and probably degrades mining performance in terms of execution time and memory. Recently proposed Utility 

Pattern-Tree, maintains the information of transactions and itemsets, upgrade the mining performance and avoid scanning 

original database repeatedly and prune candidate itemsets. UP-Tree (Utility Pattern Tree) scans database twice to obtain 

candidate items and manage them in an efficient data structured way. The experimental evaluation show that proposed algorithm 

not only reduces the number of candidates effectively but also outperforms other algorithms substantially in terms of speed, 

especially when the database contains lots of long transactions.  Applying UP-Tree to the UP-Growth takes more execution time 

for Second phase. Hence this paper presents modified and improved algorithm aiming to reduce the execution time by effectively 

identifying high utility itemsets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Mining frequent itemsets from a transaction database refers to the discovery of the itemsets which frequently appear together in 

the transactions. If the support of an itemset exceeds a user-specified minimum support threshold, the itemset is considered as 

frequent. Most frequent itemset mining algorithms employ the downward closure property of itemsets[1],[2],[3],[13]. However, 

the unit profits and purchased quantities of items are not considered in the framework of frequent itemset mining. The basic 

meaning of utility is the interestedness/ importance/profitability of items to the users. The utility of items in a transaction database 

consists of two aspects: (1) the importance of items of different transaction is called external utility, and (2) the importance of the 

items in the transaction, which is called internal utility. The utility of an itemset is defined as the external utility multiplied by the 

internal utility.  

An itemset is called a high utility itemset if its utility is no less than a user specified threshold; otherwise, the itemset is called a 

low utility itemset. Mining high utility itemsets from databases refers to finding the itemsets with high profits and it is not an easy 

task since downward closure property [1],[2],[3]. In other words, pruning search space for high utility itemset mining is difficult 

because a superset of a low-utility itemset may be a high utility itemset. A naive method to address this problem is to enumerate 

all itemsets from databases by the principle of exhaustion. Obviously, this method suffers from the problems of a large search 

space, especially when databases contain lots of long transactions or a low minimum utility threshold is set. Recently proposed 

compact tree structure, viz., UP-Tree, maintains the information of transactions and itemsets, facilitate the mining performance 

and avoid scanning original database repeatedly 

 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

Here, we first give some definitions and define the problem of utility mining with example, and then introduce related work in 

utility mining.  
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2.1 Problem Definition 

Given a finite set of items I = {i1, i2, …, im}. Each item ip (1 ≤ p ≤ m) has a unit profit p(ip). An itemset X is a set of k distinct 

items {i1, i2, …, ik}, where ij є I, 1≤ j ≤ k, and k is the length of X. An itemset with length k is called k-itemset. A transaction 

database D = {T1, T2, …, Tn} contains a set of transactions, and each transaction Td (1 ≤ d ≤ n) has an unique identifier d, called 

TID. Each item ip in the transaction Td is associated with a quantity q(ip, Td), that is, the purchased number of ip in Td. 

 
Table -1: A Transaction database 

 

Definition 1. The utility of an item ip in the transaction Td is 

denoted as u(ip, Td) and defined as p(ip) × q(ip, Td).  

For example, in Table 1, u({A}, T1) = 5 × 1 = 5. 

 

Table -2: Profit Table 

Item A B C D E F 

Profit 1 4 5 3 2 1 

 

Definition 2. The utility of an itemset X in Td is denoted as u(X, Td) and defined as∑ ip∈X∧X ⊆Td  u(ip ,Td )  . 

 For example, 

 u({AC}, T1) = u({A}, T1) + u({C}, T1) = 2 + 5 = 7. 

 

Definition 3. The utility of an itemset X in D is denoted as u(X) and defined as ∑ X⊆Td∧Td∈D u(X,Td ) . For example, u({AD}) = 

u({AD}, T1) + u({AD}, T3) = 5 + 19 = 24. 

 
Definition 4. An itemset is called a high utility itemset if its utility is no less than a user-specified minimum utility threshold 

which is denoted as min_util. Otherwise, it is called a low utility itemset. 

 
Definition 5. The transaction utility of a transaction Td is denoted as TU(Td) and defined as u(Td, Td). For example, TU(T1) = 

u({ACD}, T1) = 10. 

 

Definition 6. The transaction-weighted utilization of an itemset X is the sum of the transaction utilities of all the transactions 

containing X, which is denoted as TWU(X) and defined as 

∑ x⊆Td∧Td∈D TU(Td).  

For example,  TWU({AD})=TU(T1)+TU(T3)=10 + 39 = 49. 

 If TWU(X) is no less than the minimum utility threshold, X is called a high transaction-weighted utilization itemset (abbreviated 

as HTWUI). 

 

Definition 7.  

Property 1 (Transaction-weighted downward closure.): For any itemset X, if X is not a HTWUI, any superset of X is a low utility 

itemset. 

By Property 1, downward closure property can be maintained in utility mining by applying the transaction weighted utility. 

 For example,  TU ( T2 ) = ( { ACEG } ,T2 ) = 27, 

TWU ( { G } ) = TU ( T2 ) + TU ( T5 ) = 27+13 = 40. 

 If min_util is set to 30, {G} is a HTWUI. However, if min_util is set to 50, {G} and its supersets are not HTWUIs since 

TWU({G}) must be no less than the TWUs of all {G}’s supersets. 

 

2.2 Related Work 

A number of traditional ARM algorithms and optimizations have been proposed. One of the well-known algorithms is Apriori 

algorithm[10], which is the pioneer for efficiently mining association rules from large databases. It’s widely recognized that FP-

Growth achieves a better performance than Apriori-based approaches since it finds frequent itemsets without generating any 

candidate itemset and it scans database just twice. There are also many studies [14] that have developed different weighting 

functions for weighted pattern mining. 

Mengchi Liu [13] proposed an algorithm, called HUI-Miner 

(High Utility Itemset Miner), for high utility itemset mining. 

HUI-Miner uses a novel structure, called utility-list, to store both the utility information about an itemset and the heuristic 

information for pruning the search space of HUI-Miner. By avoiding the costly generation and utility computation of numerous 

candidate itemsets, HUI-Miner 

TID Transaction TU 

T1 (A,2) (C,1) (D,1) 10 

T2 (A,2) (C,6) (E,2)  36 

T3 (A,1) (B,2) (C,1) (D,6) (E,1) (F,5) 39 

T4 (B,4) (C,3) (D,3) (E,1) 42 

T5 (B,2) (C,2) (E,1)  20 
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can efficiently mine high utility itemsets from the utilitylists 

constructed from a mined database. 

Although two-phase algorithm reduces search space by using TWDC property, it still generates too many candidates 

to obtain HTWUIs and requires multiple database scans. To overcome this problem, Li et al. [11] proposed an isolated items 

discarding strategy (IIDS) to reduce the number of candidates. By pruning isolated items during level-wise search, the number of 

candidate itemsets for HTWUIs in phase I can be reduced. However, this algorithm still scans database for several times and uses 

a candidate generation-and-test scheme to find high utility itemsets. To efficiently generate HTWUIs in phase I and avoid 

scanning database too many times, Ahmed et al. [3] proposed a tree-based algorithm, named IHUP. A tree based structure called 

IHUP-Tree is used to maintain the information about itemsets and their utilities. Each node of an IHUP-Tree consists of an item 

name, a TWU value and a support count. IHUP algorithm has three steps: 1) construction of IHUP-Tree, 2) generation of 

HTWUIs, and 3) identification of high utility itemsets. In step 1, items in transactions are rearranged in a fixed order such as 

lexicographic order, support descending order or TWU descending order. Then the rearranged transactions are inserted into an 

IHUP-Tree. In step 2, HTWUIs are generated from the IHUP-Tree by applying FP-Growth [14]. Thus, HTWUIs in phase I can be 

found without generating any candidate for HTWUIs. In step 3, high utility itemsets and their utilities are identified from the set 

of HTWUIs by scanning the original database once. 

Although IHUP achieves a better performance than IIDS and Two-Phase, it still produces too many HTWUIs in phase I. Note that 

IHUP and Two-Phase produce the same number of HTWUIs in phase I since they both use TWU framework to overestimate 

itemsets utilities. However, this 

framework may produce too many HTWUIs in phase I since the overestimated utility calculated by TWU is too large. Such a 

large number of HTWUIs will degrade the mining performance in phase I substantially in terms of execution time and memory 

consumption. Moreover, the number of HTWUIs in phase I also affects the performance of phase II since the more HTWUIs the 

algorithm generates in phase I, the more execution time for identifying high utility itemsets it requires in phase II. 

 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT  

In the literature we have studied the different methods proposed for high utility mining from large datasets. But all this methods 

frequently generate a huge set of PHUIs and their mining performance is degraded consequently. Further in case of long 

transactions in dataset or low thresholds are set, then this condition may become worst. The huge number of PHUIs forms a 

challenging problem to the mining performance since the more PHUIs the algorithm generates, the higher processing time it 

consumes. Thus to overcome this challenges the efficient algorithms presented recently in [1], [2], [3], [12]. These methods in [1] 

outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms almost in all cases on both real and synthetic data set. However this approach in [1] is 

still needs to be improved in case of less memory based systems.  

These methods are further needs to be improved over their limitations presented below:  

(1) Performance of this methods needs to be investigated in low memory based systems for mining high utility itemsets from large 

transactional datasets and hence needs to address further as well.  

(2)These proposed methods cannot overcome the screenings as well as overhead of null transactions; hence, performance 

degrades drastically.  

 
4. PROPOSED METHOD 

 
The goal of utility mining is to generate all the high utility itemsets whose utility values are beyond a user specified threshold in a 

transaction database.  

 

4.1 UP-Growth Algorithm  
The UP-Growth [11] is one of the efficient algorithms to generate high utility itemsets depending on construction of a global UP-

Tree. In phase I, the framework of UP-Tree follows three steps: (i). Construction of UP-Tree [3]. (ii). Generate PHUIs from UP-

Tree. (iii). Identify high utility itemsets using PHUI.  

The construction of global UP-Tree [3] is follows,  

(i). Discarding global unpromising items (i.e., DGU strategy) is to eliminate the low utility items and their utilities from the 

transaction utilities.  

(ii). Discarding global node utilities (i.e., DGN strategy) during global UP-Tree construction. By DGN strategy, node utilities 

which are nearer to UP-Tree root node are effectively reduced. The PHUI is similar to TWU, which compute all itemsets utility 

with the help of estimated utility. Finally, identify high utility itemsets (not less than min_sup) from PHUIs values. The global 

UP-Tree contains many sub paths. Each path is considered from bottom node of header table. This path is named as conditional 

pattern base (CPB).  

 

 

 

4.2 Improved UP-Growth  
Although DGU and DGN strategies are efficiently reduce the number of candidates in Phase 1(i.e., global UP-Tree). But they 

cannot be applied during the construction of the local UP-Tree (Phase-2). Instead use, DLU strategy (Discarding local 
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unpromising items) to discarding utilities of low utility items from path utilities of the paths and DLN strategy (Discarding local 

node utilities) to discarding item utilities of descendant nodes during the local UP-Tree construction. Even though, still the 

algorithm facing some performance issues in phase-2. To overcome this, maximum transaction weight utilizations (MTWU) are 

computed from all the items and considering multiple of min_sup as a user specified threshold value as shown in algorithm. By 

this modification, performance will increase compare with existing UP-Tree construction also improves the performance of UP-

growth algorithm. An improved utility pattern growth is abbreviated as IUPG.  

 

4.3 IUPG-Algorithm:  

Input: Transaction database D, user specified threshold.  

Output: high utility itemsets.  

Begin  

1. Scan database of transactions Td ∈ D  

2. Determine transaction utility of Td in D and TWU of  

itemset (X)  

3. Compute min_sup (MTWU * user specified threshold)  

4. If (TWU(X) ≤ min_sup) then Remove Items from  

transaction database  

5. Else insert into header table H and to keep the items in  

the descending order.  

6. Repeat step 4 & 5 until end of the D.  

7. Insert Td into global UP-Tree  

8. Apply DGU and DGN strategies on global UP- tree  

9. Re-construct the UP-Tree  

10. For each item ai in H do  

11. Generate a PHUI Y= X U ai  

12. Estimate utility of Y is set as ai’s utility value in H  

13. Put local promising items in Y-CPB into H  

14. Apply strategy DLU to reduce path utilities of the paths  

15. Apply strategy DLN and insert paths into Td  

16. If Td ≠ null then call for loop  

End for  

End 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Mining high utility itemsets becomes more significant. In this paper, the Improved UP-Growth (IUPG) algorithm evaluated with 

Existing UP-Growth (UPG) algorithm. These algorithms are experimented on synthetic datasets and real time datasets for 

different support threshold. From the experimental observation, the conclusion is that, IUPG algorithm performs well than UPG 

algorithm for different support values. Also the IUPG algorithm scales well as the size of the transaction database increases. The 

future work would focus on the different issues to improve phase-I in terms of execution and memory space cost. 
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